Abstract Visual Cryptography (VC) has been developed as a significant research arena in media security. Despite of its obvious strengths, recent investigations have debated this scheme from adverse aspects, its problem is lack of authentication of VC shares, VC authentication related to digital image processing and cryptography has not been fully integrated together in the past years. In this paper, we analyze both visual features and cryptographic features of VC shares and take use of them for VC authentication. Compared to those existing methods, our contribution is the first one to integrate visual features and cryptographic features of VC shares into Hash code for the purpose of VC authentication.
Introduction
Visual Cryptography (VC) was initialized by Naor and Shamir in 1994 [13, 20] . As a powerful technique in information security, VC exhibits its immense potentiality of visually protecting secrets from the view of secret sharing [21, 22] . Visual Cryptography Scheme (VCS) is defined that a secret image (usually black and white) is divided into several images having the identical size called VC shares. Each of the shares has not obvious appearance of the original secret image though viewers are able to clearly perceive the secret by simply overlaying them together using transparent operation of digital images.
The encryption of VCS is based on pixel expansion that one pixel on the original secret image is presented by a number of sub-pixels in its corresponding square regions on the shares [11, 21] . The color of a specific pixel on VC shares is determined by the expansion rules of VCS. With regarding to the decryption of VC, there are a twofold of VC secret revealing operations, namely, XOR (Exclusive OR) and OR. Taken these two binary operations into consideration, XOR operation of digital images is better in revealing the secret image than that of OR [21] , OR operation is regarded as the simplification. On the superimposed VC secret image, a brighter region is represented by a group of white and black pixels while darker regions are filled up with black pixels only. The contrast between bright regions and dark regions is easily identified by our Human Visual System (HVS) [21] , thus, VCS requires visible contrast in secret revealing indeed.
There are two roles in VC: (1) a participant who is the holder of VC shares; (2) a dealer who is responsible for the distribution of VC shares. In a (k, n)-VCS, a secret image is split into n shares and it could be revealed by superimposing at least k shares together. Nevertheless, the secret is invisible if the number of authorized VC shares is less than threshold k.
Amongst various VC schemes, there are five ones which have been well investigated [23, 24] . Traditional visual cryptography refers to the basic VC scheme which utilizes only black and white pixels to present binary images while the VC shares are the binary images without semantic information [13] . Extended visual cryptography is similar to traditional visual cryptography, but the shares in extended visual cryptography are images with meaningful cover information without any clues related to the secret [21] . Dynamic visual cryptography refers that VC shares are applied to reveal more than one secret [19] , we shift two shares in multiple directions slightly, multiple secrets will be discovered. Color visual cryptography is used to share color secret images which are presented by color halftone schemes, real color images having 24 bits depth in RGB channel are able to be shared if the halftoning technology is adopted [6, 9] . Furthermore, progressive visual cryptography copes with the cases where the secrets are revealed step by step using multiple shares which depends on the needs of secret revealing, different quality of secret image in multiple resolutions will be presented for different requirements [9] .
The main advantages of VCS are grouped into three categories [23] . The first is that VC secret is revealed by using only VC shares which are convenient to be carried, unlike other cryptographic methods that need complicated computations and computing machines for the decryption. Different from those traditional cryptographic methods which tackle a string of ASCII letters (characters) called plain text, VCS takes advantages of secret images as the input for encrypting and decrypting the secret. Compared to encrypt plain text, VC encryption has much larger capacity for holding the secret. Besides, VCS is a one-time padding cryptographic scheme which makes it unconditionally secure though the key size is a bit big. Moreover, VC is a scheme based on secret sharing which are able to be kept by all participants.
Meanwhile the advantages of VCS are very appealing and inspired by relevant security applications; relevant work has shown that there exists an authentication problem, the VC shares are easily to be duplicated. Cheating compromises VCS authentication from both malevolent participants and intruders [1, 7, 12] , the problem of VCS from visual and cryptographic aspects in authentication has not been comprehensively solved.
VC cheating typically includes cutting and pasting as well as malicious modifying, those operations could disrupt the decryption, which affect VC participants to get the original secret correctly since partial VC shares could be manipulated by using image editing tools while the secret is still possible to be restored. Other operations may affect VC authentication from image quality degradation such as compressing, duplicating, and photocopying, etc. [7, 23] .
Cheating prevention has been raised due to VC security. In VC, cheaters are able to create fake shares so as to coax the VC dealer for obtaining the secret. The typical case is multiple secret sharing based on common shares. The authentication of this case is therefore needed to check authenticity of the shares before secret revealing [1, 7] .
There are two authentication methods available for checking the VC shares and secret: (1) adopting additional shares to check authentication of the shares and the secret; (2) utilizing blind authentication technique to prevent estimating genuine secret. A scheme of embedding 2D barcodes into VC shares as an authentication channel has been developed recently [18, 22] , this method is effective with minor effects on the VC shares.
In this paper, we will take use of visual features and cryptographic features for VC authentication [2, 12, 17] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that computable features are combined together for authentication of VC shares. The remaining content of this paper is organized below. We will detail those visual features and delineate how these features will be applied to VC authentication in Section II (A), cryptographic features of VC shares will be depicted in Section II (B). In Section III, we will combine these two features together and address the scheme so as to solve the VC authentication problem. Our results and analysis will be illustrated in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion will be drawn in Section V.
Related work
Based on rules of VCS, the extended VC was conducted due to the request of enhancing visual semantics of the shares. Dynamic VC was proposed to meet demand of improving capacity of secret information [19] . Color and grayscale VCS aim at expanding the diversity of available pixels to improve its visual effects [6, 9] . As VCS is an instance of secret sharing in cryptography, its encryption and decryption are constructed on the basis of access structure [13, 21, 23] .
In traditional VCS, secret encryption and decryption are achieved by image sharing which is the scheme that applies secret sharing to digital images. Typically, in (k, n)-VCS, the secret image is divided into n VC shares identically and VC decryption cannot succeed unless at least k pieces are superimposed together.
Since there are multiple black and white pixels in traditional VC, the superimposed result for secret revealing is hard to be secured. This is due to the fact that VC decryption is based on OR operation which appears to have the trouble of contrast loss. While our Human Visual System (HVS) is able to percept the black and white regions if the contrast is good enough. It is proved that using only black pixels to present a black pixel in secret image apparently has better contrast. In VC schemes, the contrast is evaluated by using Hamming weight w(v): for any existing h x ; α > 0 , in the set C 0 ; w v ð Þ < h x −αm ; while in the set of
where h x and h x − αm represent the darkness level and whiteness level respectively; m is the pixel expansion level; α denotes the relative difference.
In order to uplift the contrast of OR operation in VC, previous studies demonstrated four solutions [6, 13] . The first contrast enhancing method was designed based on the structure of basis matrix, the second is to utilize the disciplines of contrast. Unlike the two methods abovementioned, the third one was to employ search algorithms for seeking the scheme which is able to generate the maximum contrast. Despite contrast of the discovered secret is based on OR operation, VC schemes could be rectified, the fourth effective way of improving contrast is to reveal VC secret with other operations such as XOR, or to distribute more than one shares to each participant [21] .
Except traditional VCS, other VC schemes are also under consideration including sizeinvariance VC [13] , extended VC, progressive color VC [21], previous research work has investigated possible applications of VC in printing industry and digital watermarking, etc. [4, 5, 8] .
Participants who hold VC shares are lack of ability to identify authenticity of all shares and the secrets, given cheaters the opportunity to create unauthorized shares which simulate the behaviors of valid shares so as to obtain the hidden secret. Thus cheating prevention approaches are needed to block the cheating happens [1, 7] . A variety of cheating methods have been created and each of the methods is capable of implementing a cheating scheme. In VCS, both participants and intruders have the opportunity to cheat others. Particularly, collusive participants have such chances to cheat by providing forged overlaying results of their shares to other participants. The forgery VC shares from intruders are generated by encrypting fake secret image into shares with different scales and pixel deployment methods. Due to the security weaknesses of existing VC shares, the work related to VC cheating solutions has been arisen such as transform one VCS to another which matches the cheating prevention requirements. Our contribution in this paper is to propose a cheating prevention scheme via VC authentication by using the assistances from visual and cryptographic features of VC shares.
Visual features of VC
As VC is to process digital images having visual secret, VC secret image and VC shares certainly are able to be analyzed by using techniques from digital image processing. Therefore, we are able to select visually computable features of digital images for VC authentication. Specifically, we decide to use pixel colors, histogram, entropy, moments and centroid, Tamura textures, coefficients of Discrete Walsh Transform (DWT), etc. Each of these features is related to binary images like VC shares. Even though the information stored in VC shares is always massive, the secret image is not able to be perceived by our HVS straightforward. Moreover, the security of VC shares is also related to computable features of the image, therefore it is crucial to deal with the VC authentication issues from the visual viewpoint.
Digital image processing has been utilized to extract image features in both spatial and frequency domains. In spatial domain, the typical features include pixel colors, histogram, entropy, moments and centroid, etc., we thus apply the above listed features to authenticate VC shares in this paper.
Moments are geometric features for describing an object such as region, size location as well as shape. [3] The moments in VC authentication are to deal with the problem of size invariance. The computation of moments of a share I is given by:
where p, q is order of the moment, (u, v) is coordinate of a pixel in image I. As for the binary images which only contain black and white pixels, therefore it is to be simply calculated by:
Moments are usually defined by using physical interpretations. Similarly, the mass distribution is also represented by image moments function. The total mass of a region is m 00 and the centroid of the region is:
where m 10 and m 01 are the first order moments. Therefore, the central moments are computed as:
Moments are size invariant image features. In context of VC, the similarity between the given VC share and the genuine VC share is able to be calculated by using moments. Moreover, as the moments are commonly used for pattern recognition, the similarity between the secret image and a VC share is able to be measured. Different from the case of comparing two shares, the similarity is expected to be as low as possible.
Entropy is a measure of information capacity of the input image. Image entropy is the quantity which is generated histogram. An image that is perfectly flat has entropy of zero. The entropy is,
where h i represents pixels in VC share, n is the number of pixels. Texture has widely varieties based on the actual needs in practice. A global descriptor of six image characteristics is constituted by directionality, contrast, roughness, line-likeness, regularity and coarseness. These features correspond to the psychological point of view on the texture attributes [10, 15] .
Directionality of Tamura texture is calculated by using the sharpness of peaks in image histogram.
where p represents a peak, w p represents the peak of the scope, H D (θ) represents the histogram constructed by calculating the numbers of all pixels' gradient vectors. In Tamura texture [10, 15] , contrast is calculated by a global metric representing the grayscale histogram with its distribution. Contrast of an image is calculated by:
where α 4 ¼ μ 4 σ 4 ; μ 4 is the 4-th order moment of the mean value of gray pixels and σ is the variance.
Computing coarseness of Tamura texture is a method to pick a large size as the best one when a coarse texture is presented, the measurement of coarseness in Tamura texture is:
where m and n are the effective width and height of the image respectively. Line-likeness in Tamura texture is an element of texture which comprises of lines. When the direction and neighboring direction for a given edge are nearly equal, we think such a group of edge points as a line.
where P Dd (i, j) is defined as the relative frequency with which two neighboring cells separated by a distance d along the edge direction occur on the image, one with the direction code i and the other with the direction code j. Regularity is used to describe repetitive patterns in mathematical form. The equation of computing regularity is defined as:
where r is a normalizing factor and each σ xxx means the standard deviation of corresponding F xxx . In frequency domain, broadly used transforms for digital image processing include Discrete Walsh Transform (DWT), DWT uses 1 and −1 as the input, which is re suitable for the authentication of VC shares. DWT transform is,
Its inverse transform is,
where α ¼ ∑
s¼0 y s v s ; I x; y ð Þ is a pixel of the image located at (x, y). The coefficients are used to identify authentication of VC shares. We apply the above listed features to VC authentication in this paper.
Cryptographic features of VC
In addition to visual features, cryptographic features of VC shares are effective computable characteristics in VC authentication. Previous focus of VC security is mainly on what extent that this technique is used in cheating immunization and how to design appropriate schemes to make VC more robust against attacks from cheaters.
Cryptographic Hash function [14] is easy to be used for calculating Hash value of input data, on the contrary, it is impossible to get data from a given Hash code, extremely hard to modify a data without altering the Hash and uneasily to find two different data with the same Hash code. A Hash function is the way that maps data of arbitrary length to a specific domain with a fixed length. Our solution for content based authorization of VC is based on the Hash code embedded in 2D barcodes so as to distinguish the authentic shares from the unauthorized ones [18, 22] . The advantage of using the Hash code of these features is that modified shares are to be prevented in the authentication and decoding process. Thus we select the Hash code in VC authentication. All the relevant information of 2D barcodes is to be copied and kept by the dealer who is subsequently able to easily check the correctness of authentication information stored in 2D barcodes of the VC shares.
The proposed scheme of embedding 2D barcodes is mainly for the purpose of security. Embedding 2D barcodes into the most similar region in VC shares effectively hides the 2D data into the surroundings. In the scenario where a VC share holder attempts to cheat others by modifying the share which is embedded with the 2D barcodes, VC dealers are able to prevent this hoax promptly by verifying the information included in the 2D barcodes.
Integrity involves maintaining the consistency, accuracy, and trustworthiness of VC shares. VC shares must not be changed during transmission, and the steps must be taken to ensure that the data is not altered by unauthorized users or intruders. In addition, integrity also means responsively detecting any changes in the data that might occur as a result of authentication failure. Thus the cheating activities are noticed and then prevented before revealing the VC secret. In VC, since there are various features that are encrypted and used in authentication process, the checksum is able to be used to improve the integrity protection.
By adding authentication process in VC, all the authorized participants have the chance to read the secret. VC shares are helpful to distribute the secret meanwhile the embedded 2D barcodes identify the real shares from the unauthorized ones.
2D barcodes perform as a key of access to VC shares, and the authentication of VC shares thus is ensured since the information stored in a 2D barcode is only read by certain scanners. The VC authentication of VC shares compares a user's authentication credentials with others. The user is granted to access the VC secret revealing process only if the information matches. If the credentials are different, the request of access is denied and the authentication fails.
The information stored in 2D barcodes on VC shares needs to be verified and the process of secret recovery is conducted based on the result of data matching. The focus of this paper is on authentication aspect that reflects the security of VC shares. In terms of VC authorization, digital signatures are created with the private key of the sender that only viewers with public key are able to read the information. With regard to integrity, VC participant is able to detect whether the document has been altered if the share is signed. For the availability, the signer cannot deny what (s)he signed on the VC shares that anyone with correct signature has the right to reveal the secret.
In this paper, we will combine visual features and cryptographic features of a VC share together and make use of them for VC authentication [16] [17] [18] . The reason why they are combined together for authentication is that the two features reflect the essence of VCS, we need the VC shares to have visual attributes like noises which help us to hide secret meanwhile we also hope the VC shares are secure. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that these two kinds of different features are combined for VC authentication. Fig. 2 The proposed process of VC authentication
Our contributions
In this paper, we aim at VC authentication by taking advantage of both visual and cryptographic features of a VC share. As mentioned in Section II, available VC visual features include colors, histogram, moments, centroid, entropy and texture [2] . Any subtle modifications on the shares are reflected in the changes of these features. In order to facilitate the comparison, it is important to select a method in the context of VC authentication.
In our proposed scheme, the feature vector V is composed of visual features f i (i = 1, 2,…, n). Each feature is treated as a component of the vector, we write the feature vector as V = (f 1 , f 2 , …, f n ). Each component of this vector has its specific meaning, the comparison of feature vectors of VC share is calculated by the scalar magnitude.
The proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this scheme, the first step is to select (2, 2)-VC scheme to divide the original secret image into two shares. Next, we use both visual features and cryptographic features to calculate the digital signature, and assign the signature to the 2D Barcode. Subsequently we apply Discrete Walsh Transform (DWT) to the shares and embed 2D barcodes into the transformed shares. There are two benefits of printing signatures on the share. On one hand, visual features are stored and encoded into digital signatures; on the other hand, as tampers of VC authentication severely affect the secret revealing and share verification, digital signature plays a key role in preventing forged shares and protects the genuine share from being modified. In order to verify the digital signatures, we take use of digital certificate from the key Certificate Authority (CA) which distributes authorized public key for authentication. Finally, the new shares are created by inversing DWT on the transformed shares. Since the two VC shares are coherent with each other in a VC scheme, we only modify Share 2 in Fig. 1 , correspondingly we need to create a new Share 1. Therefore if a VC scheme has more than two shares, once one share has been tampered, we need to re-create remaining shares based on the new share.
Before the final operation of secret revealing, the new share is applied to the DWT transform so as to obtain the 2D barcode. The decryption process will continue till the authentication information in 2D barcode is verified correctly. Hash code of VC share needs to be stored in 2D barcode. Available information including pixel number, histogram information, moments, entropy and Tamura texture is shown in Fig. 2 .
As an extension of our proposed scheme, using visual and cryptographic features is still effective for VC authentication when applying to (k, n)-VC, and each of the shares has independent authentication process which makes sure the authentication of all VC shares.
Furthermore, locations where 2D barcodes are embedded will affect the result of inversing DWT transforms. It is preferable that the embedded regions on the share are similar to the barcodes, which have slight visual change on the new shares shown as Fig. 3 .
Results and analysis
In order to test the proposed scheme of embedding 2D barcodes with Hash code into VC shares, a dataset of test images has been created for evaluation purpose. The test images were collected from TV test card, Fax test card, test-bed of image compression and digital image watermarking and so on. However, as the nature of 2D barcodes and basic VC operations, the pictures need to be converted into binary ones. If a picture is not meaningful or has not perceptible contrast, it should be omitted from the dataset. Figure 4 demonstrates the pictures in the dataset embedded with 2D barcodes. These pictures were selected in various width and height. The original secret images are listed on the left side and the VC shares were processed by using the proposed scheme shown in the middle. The images on the right side of Fig. 4 are the revealed secrets.
According to our proposed scheme, all these features are put into a computable vector, the vector is encoded into Hash codes. The values of the visual features are shown in Table 1 , the Hash code of this vector is:
B96CC5EA402D4E164A8F885D86F017C5EEEA563A1445D1560954034A10CD2DA9
The 2D barcode of embedding this Hash code into Data Matrix is shown in Fig. 3 . Since slight difference of Hash code will lead to a significant change in the result, we commit modifications on a VC share and conduct experiments using our proposed scheme to authenticate the modified share. The result is shown in Table 2 .
The result in Table 3 shows that recovered secret is closely similar to that of original secret. One noticeable change is that there is a black region under each share (marked with red color) and the image of restored secret. This could be thought as a kind of salting in encryption since the required width and height of the image for DWT transform are required to be as a power of two. However it does not significantly affect the visual quality of each share, the embedded 2D barcode is revealed for the authentication purpose [18, 22] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed VC authentication problems using visual and cryptographic features. We provided the unique Hash code for VC authentication [14] . If a share is tampered, the Hash code will be definitely different. Our contribution is that it is the first time to apply visual and cryptographic features of VC shares in authentication when comparing to the existing work. While combining visual and cryptographic features in VC shares is able to be contributed to VC authentication, accompanying benefits include a comprehensive analysis of VC shares and the adaption of this scheme in most cases of VC. However, significant issues appear to be argued including properly embedding the 2D barcodes into the shares without affecting the visual quality of secret revealing. Despite 2D barcodes are embedded into VC shares, it may affect the visual quality by modifying parts of the shares. When taken the consideration of embedding 2D barcode into these shares, an optimized solution is to retrieve all the possible shares of the secret and searching for the best pair of share using 2D barcode.
Even though there are a range of benefits of using 2D barcodes in shares, our contributions addressed in this paper have practical implications for practitioners. The VC research work in this paper is expected to extend its vision from current VC access structure to a much wider domain such as analysis of VC content features. We will analyze further modern cryptographic features and algorithms for VC authentication in future. M. Kankanhalli is a Professor of the National University of Singapore, his research interests are multimedia systems and media security.
